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mine was under the auspices of the Bang of Arabia. In both
cases success inevitably depended on such august and powerful
backing — in mine most certainly. Secondly Rohlfs' objective
appears to have been to strike right across the waterless Libyan
desert westward from Dakhila to Kufra (a distance of about
400 miles), just as mine was to cross the waterless desert (375
miles wide) from Shanna or Naifa to Sulaiyil, My objective
was successfully achieved in ten days of strenuous march-
ing, while Rohlfs, starting from Dakhila on January 26th,
1874, found on February 1st (seven days later) that fur-
ther progress westward was hopelessly barred by the heavy
dune-country ahead. This check is therefore comparable to
our own breakdown from a different cause during the first
attempt on the waterless desert from Shanna. He had then
covered 105 miles while we had done 140 in two days' less time.
We had to retreat from that point a further 140 miles back to
water at Naifa, so that our camels did 280 miles in all without
water on that occasion. Rohlfs' problem was solved in a
different way, for, as he and his party were considering their
plans, the desert experienced the unusual phenomenon of a
heavy and long-drawn-out fall of rain. The camels thus had
an unexpected and presumably satisfying drink,1 while the
iron water-tanks carried by the expedition could be replen-
ished. Rohlfs therefore determined to make north-north-west
for Siwa through the dune-country on a line parallel with the
oases of Dakhila, Farafra, etc., and at a distance from them of
about 100 miles on the average. Thus at no point during his
march of 285 miles from the point he calls Regenfeld (where he
had the rain) to Siwa was he more than 100 miles from the
nearest water, while about (or rather less than} half-way
through he was as near as 50 miles to the watering of Nasta. In
utter hopelessness of outlook, therefore, our situation, with 375
miles between the water-points at start and. finish and the
nearest water not nearer than about 180 or 190 mites afc our
central point, surpassed that of Bohlfe* psoty. Quite apart
from that however he carried so ample a provfeioai of water
*Bohlfs does not in fact saentkm that they did, *8d on February
stated that the camels had last been 'watered' 17 days before at Balchila,
but it is surely incredible that they shook! not hawre made the meet 0T soch

